SALES AGREEMENT

**Please sign below and return with your deposit or upon pickup**

Reservation & Deposit Information:

- All animals are sold on a first come first serve basis and by reservation.
- A **$200** non-refundable down payment (deposit) is required to hold any goat for up to 14 days while shipping/transfer arrangements are made, which should be made in a very timely manner unless agreed upon and discussed otherwise. We understand transporters schedules, but effort needs to be made for transport to be lined up quickly and dates known. Buyer has the responsibility to line up their own transports.
- If animals are not picked up by 14 days deposit or in the agreed upon time, then a $5.00 a day boarding fee will be charged per day thereafter. After 15 days the goat(s) will be placed back up for sale and any payment received will be forfeited, unless arrangements have been made with us to hold your kid or goats longer with transportation and dates lined up.
- Newborn kids should be picked up by the time they are 9 weeks if dam raised.
- Buyer is responsible for all shipping costs (including crates) and all vaccinations, testing and/or health certificates required by your state.
- There is a gas fee of $100 for transport to airports. Transport to shows are free of charge if we can fit them in. Delivery can also be made meeting part way or delivering to your farm for the cost of gas used within reasonable distance and if we are available to do so.
- All animals must be paid in full before transfer of papers and any animals are picked up at the farm.
- Should the Buyer back out of the sale, or not pay in the agreed upon time or have them transported in agreed upon time, any monies paid are forfeit resulting in the goat(s) being put back up for sale.

Payment Information:

- If paying at pick-up or delivery, please note that payments must be in the form of cash. We no longer accept personal checks at time of pick-up/delivery.
- I do accept PayPal. However, please contact me before sending payment by this method. All PayPal payments add a 4% charge to cover the fees OR send the payments as Friends and Family to avoid extra the charges.
- If you choose to pay by personal check, please allow 10 business days for your check to clear prior to pick up.
- We reserve the right to refuse a sale at any time without explanation and any deposit in result of this would be refunded.

**** Thank you for your understanding ****
Responsibility of the Buyer:

- **Air/Ground Shipping costs**: Varies depending on company chosen.
- **Shipping crates**: Varies- Kennel type, costs vary by size needed, costs include crate purchase, rubber mat, food/water cups. You may send me your own crate if all the items are included, otherwise I will price out the necessary items here and bill you for them before the purchase is made.
- **Health certificates, Shipping, and Additional Testing**: ALL transporters need and require health papers, any additional testing and shipping cost is the responsibility of the buyer. Usually the Health Certificates are about $40-$50 for a basic Vet Heath Certificate each test has a different cost so if needing any tests, these costs will be added to the final cost of the goats and paid for by the buyer. All testing such as CAE, Johnes, CL, TB, Brucellosis is the responsibility of the buyer if needed outside the regular scheduled testing times. It is also the Responsibility of the buyer to check with their state to see the state laws of imported goats from other states.
- **Transport fees**: To shows, meeting areas or the airport cost is based on loaded mileage. Any animal that is purchased MUST be picked up within 14 days of the deposit, unless other arrangements have been made. If a bred doe is purchased, she MUST be picked up before the last two months of her pregnancy or the resulting offspring will become the property **SunQuest Dairy Goats**.
- **Registrations and Paperwork**: All goats sold as registered will come with filled out applications for registration or original certificates with signed transfers. It is the responsibility of the Buyer to keep these papers in a safe place until registered in their name. For a $10 charge per goat, **SunQuest Dairy Goats** will replace lost applications/paperwork. Buyer is responsible for all charges of registration/transfer fees.
- **Does sold as exposed/bred**: If an animal is sold as Exposed/Bred there is NO Guarantee given by **SunQuest Dairy Goat** that the doe after leaving will kid at your farm. Due to the stress of transport and stress of moving and being at a new home dealing with new feed, new animals around them, we CANNOT Guarantee any pregnancy or that a doe will Kid for you. They are sold as exposed/bred with dates given and service memos given for those dates, but NO Guarantee of pregnancy or kidding can be given.
- **All Sales are Final**: No exceptions. No refunds/exchanges will be given. No guarantee or warranties of any kind. We do not guarantee any milk production or show career on any animals sold. **SunQuest Dairy Goats** we will at that point, not have any control over its wellbeing, health, or treatment, so after it leave our farm, it is the responsibility of the buyer to keep the goat(s) healthy and taken care of.

**BECAUSE WE CANNOT CONTROL ANY STRESS THAT MAY OCCUR AS A RESULT OF SHIPPING OR THE ANIMAL'S ENVIRONMENT OR MANAGEMENT ONCE THEY LEAVE OUR FARM, WE CANNOT OFFER FURTHER GUARANTEES.**
Discounts will be given to 4-H members with proof of 4-H membership. Please contact SunQuest Dairy Goats for information regarding discounts on your 4-H purchase.

Discounts will be given to herds that participate in DHIR, Linear Appraisal and those that actively show in ADGA sanctioned shows.

Pricing of kids is determined by lineage, conformation, show wins and potential. Prices may be adjusted once kids are on the ground, no prices are set in stone until evaluation of kid and dam's udder is seen after kidding.

**Responsibility of the Seller:**

- Full disclosure of all herd health test records that have been done.
- All animals will be guaranteed healthy at the time of sale. Because we cannot control the goat's environment after it leaves, there is no extended health guarantee after the goat leaves our possession (including that with the transporter). Show quality animals will be free of disqualifying faults at the time of sale. We will replace any breeding stock sold who is deemed by a veterinarian to be genetically infertile. Goats registration paperwork must be returned to us at SunQuest Dairy Goats signed for transfer back to the seller you must send that with the vet paperwork and signature from the vet stating this is the case. Along with the registration paperwork there will need to be signed paperwork from the vet stating that the animals cannot reproduce and is infertile. Shipping/transportation/testing of the replacement goat will be at the responsibility of the buyer.
- We do not guarantee goats will not develop scurs as they age.

**Please sign below and return with your deposit or upon pickup:**

**This must be signed before goat leaves with the buyer for its new home. Please read and agree that you have read by signing below with signature, email, phone, and date and bring this last page printed out and signed with you when you pick up your goat(s) OR email it signed to sunquestgoats@gmail.com.**

Signing below means that you agree and are fully aware of our policies here at SunQuest Dairy Goats, for any and all sales.

**NO signature, NO goat, all monies paid down will be forfeit.**

**Printed Name:** _____________________________________________

**Signature:** ___________________________________________  **Date:** _______________________

**Email:** ___________________________________________  **Phone Number:** ________________